[Restriction polymorphism of 3 human genomic probes on the short arm of the X chromosome in a reference population, and applications in prenatal and carrier female diagnosis of Duchenne's muscular dystrophy].
Restriction polymorphisms of three human genomic probes (RC8, L1-28 and p754), located on the short arm of the X chromosome, are studied in a French population panel after digestion with taq I and Pst I endonucleases. Informativeness of these three probes in that population are, respectively, 0.18, 0.41 and 0.50. Two kinds of strategies for utilizing these polymorphisms to prenatal and carrier diagnosis of the Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) are given. The last probe available, p754, is of great interest, cumulating advantages that being nearly the DMD gene (3 centiMorgans) and presenting the maximal informativeness theoretically possible.